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In this paper we present the latest results of the Pamela satellite experiment, focusing in particular

on thep̄/p and thee+/(e+ +e−) ratios.
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1. Introduction

The Pamela experiment [1] has been designed as a wide range cosmic raysobservatory, to
allow extensive measurement of various cosmic ray species around the earth. The main physics
objectives of Pamela are the precise and high statistic measurement of ¯p and e+ spectra, in a
wide energy range (from≃ 100 MeV up to≃ 200/300 GeV). The experiment is however able to
significantly contribute to increase the existing knowledge in many other cosmic ray related fields,
like protons, light nuclei and electrons spectra, solar and geomagnetic physics.

Pamela has been placed in a low earth, quasi polar, orbit on June 15, 2006, on board of the Rus-
sian Resurs-DK1 satellite, launched from the Bajkonour cosmodrome (Kazakhstan). The detector
performances, precisely measured on ground on various beam tests, were found to be unaffected
by the launch phase; all the Pamela subystem were switched on for the physics DAQ phase few
weeks after the in-orbit installation, and they are still efficiently taking data after more than three
years of operations. The average trigger rate of 25 Hz, coupled to a 73% live time, allowed more
than 109 triggers, corresponding to 14 TB of data downlinked to ground, to be collected.

This high statistic sample of data has given us the possibility to well understand the detector
behaviour and performances, hence minimizing the systematic effects that usually limit this type
of experiments.

2. The Pamela detector

The core of the Pamela detector (see Figure 1) is a very precise magnetic spectrometer, com-
posed by 6 layers of silicon microstrip detectors inserted inside an uniform magnetic field volume,
produced by a 140 kg permanent magnet. The intensity of the field (≃ 0.4 T), coupled to the high
precision of the silicon detector in the charged particle trajectories reconstruction (≃ 3 µm), results
in a Maximum Detectable Rigidity> 1 TV/c, important to increase the high energy limit in the ¯p
ande+ spectra.

Below the magnetic spectrometer a thick and highly segmented Silicon/Tungsten electromag-
netic calorimeter is used to discriminate between electromagnetic and hadronic particles, by look-
ing at the shower profile development. The very good performances of this detector in thep back-
ground rejection are the key point of thee+ analysis described later on in this proceeding.

A Time Of Flight system (TOF), made by three double layers of plastic scintillator, is used
both to measure the particle’s velocity and to give the trigger to the experiment, while an additional
anticoincidence system, surrounding the magnetic spectrometer, is used to clean up the data sample.

Two additional detector (an S4 scintillator and an3He tubes based Neutron detector), installed
below the calorimeter, complete the Pamela apparatus, whose total weight amounts to 470 kg.

3. The p̄ analysis

The p̄ analysis shown in this paper is based on 950 days statistics; the magnetic spectrometer
plays the crucial role, since the most critical background in the ¯p sample comes from spillover
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Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the Pamela apparatus.

protons (high energy protons, whose momentum is wrongly measured, hence contaminating the
negative ¯p sample).

A first and simple preselection is done by requiring clean events, without anyinteractions in
the anticoincidence system, and with a simple hit patter in the TOF and in the magnetic spec-
trometer. To select galactic cosmic rays, we reject the albedo particles and we impose a rigidity
measurement well above the local geomagetic cutoff. The calorimeter information is used to reject
the electron background, by requiring that the energy measured in the calorimeter is not compatible
with the tracker reconstructed momentum. At this point stronger selection criteria are imposed on
the reconstructed track parameters, to select a very pure ¯p sample, imposing a reconstructed mo-
mentum much smaller than the Maximum Detectable Momentum, measured on an event by event
basis. The sample left in the analysis can be efficiently used to measure the ¯p/p ratio in various
energy bins. Figure 2 shows the result obtained in the 600 MeV/100 GeV energy range; the lines
indicates the theoretical expectations from the pure secondary productions models. We can clearly
state that in the explored energy region the Pamela data do not show any significant deviations from
the secondary production expectations.

4. The e+ analysis

The most critical aspect of thee+ analysis is the rejection of the huge proton background;
Pamela accomplish this task mainly using the information coming from the highly segmented
imaging calorimeter, that is able to identify the interacting protons in thee+ sample by looking
both at the longitudinal and lateral shower development. This rejection is particularly difficult for
two reasons:
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Figure 2: p̄/p ratio measured by Pamela with 950 days of data taking. The lines superimposed over the plot
describe the expectations from the most commonly quoted pure secondary productions models.

1. the proton spectrum is harder that thee+ one, so the proton background increase with energy
up to the high energy limit of the experiment (200-300 GeV);

2. due to the big fluctuations in the hadronic shower development, it is possiblethat a very
high energyπ0 can be produced in the very first layers of the calorimeter, giving raise toa
dominant electromagnetic component of the shower, difficult to be distinguished from thee+

induced showers.

A very detailed knowledge of the calorimeter is extremely important to efficiently reject and prop-
erly estimate the remaining proton contamination, and this is accomplished by means of many
independent tools. First of all the calorimeter behaviour for electromageticand hadronic particles
has been studied in details before the launch at the SPS beam tests [2], clearly demonstrating a
proton rejection factor greater than 105 with an electron efficiency greater than 90%. Additionaly,
the Pamela simulation program has been finely tuned to well match the calorimeter information.
Finally, the selectede+ sample was cross checked with some additional Pamela subdetector’s in-
formation, like the tracker dE/dx or the neutron yield measured by the neutrondetector.

However, the finale+ analysis does not make any use of test beam data or simulation results,
since the estimation of the proton background is directly determined by the data themselves with
the pre-sampler method [3]. The calorimeter is divided in two parts, the first one 1.5 X0 thick, the
second one 15 X0 thick. A clean control sample of protons can be identified by looking at the parti-
cles not interacting in the first calorimeter part; a clean control sample of electrons can be selected
by looking at negative rigidity particles interacting in the first calorimeter part.The topological
variables used for thee+ selection (like for example the fraction of energy in a±0.6 Moliere Ra-
dius region around the calorimeter’s track) can be computed for the two different control samples;
in particular, for the proton control samples the topological variables are computed by using only
the informations form the deeper 15 X0 thick part, to correctly simulating the proton background.
At this point, the signal and background fractions in the selected positive rigidity electromagnetic
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particles can be directly estimated from the data, by properly weighting the control samples dis-
tributions with a statistical method [4], in different rigidity bins. The resultinge+/(e+ +e−) ratio
obtained with data gathered in 500 days is plotted in figure 3; red dots are the Pamela measured
data, compared with previous experiments data and with the most commonly used calculation for
pure secondary production models.

300GeV), hencepointing toprimary
of the electron spectrum with a more mundane explanation.
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Figure 3: e+/(e+ + e−) ratio measured by Pamela with 500 days of data taking. The lines superimposed
over the plot describe the expectations from the most commonly quoted pure secondary productions models,
and are clearly incompatible with the Pamela results.

The Pamela data are clearly incompatible with the secondary production expectations; this
significant discrepancy stimulated an extremely active discussion in the cosmicray and cosmology
communities. Clearly any reasonable explanation should take into account also the p̄ results, that
do not show any significant discrepancy with respect to the secondaryproduction expectations.
Generally speaking, the Pamela data could be interpreted as due to some primary positron compo-
nents, related to the dark matter component of the universe, or to some not well known or modelled
astrophysical sources, like for example nearby pulsars. For a reviewof the possible interpretations,
see for example [3]

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented the results obtained with the Pamela experiment on thep̄/pand
e+/(e+ +e−) ratios, in a wide energy range (600 MeV-100 GeV for the ¯p and 1.5 GeV-100 GeV
for thee+). These data shows a substantial agreement with the pure secondary model production
expectations for the ¯p, while thee+ data show a clear overabundance with respect to the secondary
production expectations. An active debate is actually underway in the scientific community to
understand and explain these Pamela results.
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In addition to these main physics items, Pamela data allow also detailed study of many addi-
tional physics items, that span from cosmic ray propagation models (proton and Helium spectra,
secondary/primary ratios etc.), to solar physics (transient solar related phenomena and solar mod-
ulation related low energy spectra), to earth and geomagnetic physics (sub-geomagnetic cutoff
cosmic rays, albedo and reentrant partices). These results will soon bepublished in dedicated
papers.
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